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Physics student Oliver Daemen, credits Thunderbirds with sparking his fascination with space and rockets at a young age. The 18-year-old recently gained a private pilot's license.
Dutch physics student, 18, who credits Thunderbirds for sparking his interest in rockets will become the youngest astronaut in space today after his equity boss father paid for ...
Jeff Bezos and a small crew successfully went to space and back on Tuesday morning, and actress/director Elizabeth Banks is happy about their safe return — but only for half the people on board. The ...
Elizabeth Banks Shades Jeff Bezos’ Safe Return From Space
The New Shepard spacecraft carrying Jeff Bezos and three other passengers successfully completed its space flight Tuesday morning. Over 600,000 viewers watched the live stream of the launch on YouTube ...
Jeff Bezos Successfully Completes Space Flight: ‘You Have a Very Happy Crew Up Here’
Blue Origin said Oliver Daemen will join the four-member all-civilian crew for Tuesday’s scheduled flight after the auction winner dropped out due to unspecified ‘scheduling conflicts’ ...
18-year-old physics student to be part of crew for Blue Origin’s inaugural space tourism flight
Blue Origin said Thursday that 18-year-old physics student Oliver Daemen will take the place of the anonymous bidder to fly to space and be the 'first paying customer' to fly on the New Shepard rocket ...
18-year-old physics student takes place of $28M auction winner to fly with Jeff Bezos to space
Dolly Parton is taking a step back in time… Rather, she's hopping back in time. On Tuesday, the iconic country singer recreated her legendary 1978 Playboy cover as a special treat for her husband, ...
Dolly Parton recreates iconic 1978 Playboy cover
Oliver Daemen was a last-minute addition to the Blue Origin crew. The 18 year old will become the youngest person to travel to space on the New Shepard July 20, 2021.
Oliver Daemen: Meet the 18-Year-Old Who Is Going to Space
The 10-minute flight from a tiny town in Texas to the edge of space is the second successful launch in a matter of weeks for the fledgling commercial space industry.
Barron's
A Black couple working at Tyson Farms plant in North Carolina has filed a lawsuit that says a supervisor frequently used racial slurs against them, showed disdain for their ...
Tyson Farms sued for discrimination
Ricky Dale Howard's decision to plead guilty to one count of production of child pornography came not long after a judge declared a mistrial in the case Tuesday in federal court in Fort Worth, Erin ...
Ricky Dale Howard elects to plead guilty to child pornography involving missing teen
New York prison officials handed over convicted rapist Harvey Weinstein for transport to California on Tuesday to face additional sexual assault charges, ending the former movie producer's protracted ...
Weinstein extradition fight ends with transfer to California
BAMAKO - A knife attack Tuesday on Mali's interim president, Assimi Goita, marks the latest blow to stability in one of Africa's poorest and most volatile nations.
Five things to know about Mali
The world’s richest man Jeff Bezos says he is ready to blast off into space on Tuesday as his rocket company Blue Origin’s first passenger. “People keep asking me if I am nervous. I am not really ...
Jeff Bezos Says He’s Ready to Go to Space—How to Watch Blue Origin’s Historic Flight
Netflix reported its worst slowdown in subscriber growth in eight years as people emerge from their pandemic cocoons. But it has an answer to that: Video games. On ...
Netflix confirms move into video games as its growth slows
The rise in June put home construction at a seasonally adjusted annual rate of 1.64 million units, the Commerce Department reported.
US home construction jumps 6.3% in June
Initial state and federal unemployment insurance claims in North Carolina remained on their up-and down weekend pattern, the N.C. Division of Employment Security reported Tuesday. The weekly claims ...
Initial unemployment claims in N.C. remain on weekend up-and-down pattern
Jeff Bezos’ space company is scheduled to perform its first commercial flight on Tuesday, June 20th – and has been heralded by the company’s passenger announcements and blow-out auction for one seat.
In Switcheroo, Blue Origin Auction Winner Drops Off July 20 Flight, Replaced By 18 Year Old
Wisconsin Lt. Gov. Mandela Barnes has joined the crowded Democratic field for the U.S. Senate seat currently held by Republican Sen. Ron Johnson. The 34-year-old Barnes is vying to become the first ...
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